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The Association in 2021 has implemented the use of electronic match sheets for all fixtures, and electronic ID cards
for Players (Under 12 and older).
Team Officials (Manager/Coach) will still need to always wear (visible) their Association issued ID card while acting
in the capacity of a Team Official. This is in conjunction with the wearing of the Yellow hi-vis Team Officials vest.
Should either of these not be always worn/visible, that Team Official will not be permitted within the rope/fence
(technical area) to carry out their duties.
The electronic match sheets & ID cards are available via the Dribl app. The Dribl app is available from the Apple Store
and Play Store.
Team Officials that have been given access to manage the electronic match sheets and check ID cards should
familiarise themselves with the Dribl guide (attached).
The Game Day digital procedures do not vary greatly from when hard copy match sheets and ID cards were in place.
For the most, it is replacing one format of reporting with another.

❖
❖
❖
❖

Log in to Dribl and select your game. Note you will default to only the team(s) you are associated with.
Nominate your team for the day (e.g., maximum 16 for full-field ages).
Check your opposing team has been entered.
5 minutes before kick-off, teams will line up and the Manager (with Referee in attendance) will check the
electronic IDs of the opposing team. If there is an identification dispute the Referee can resolve this in the
affirmative (to their satisfaction) or reject the player as a participant.
❖ Confirm teams and game to commence.

❖ Ensure only those players from the list previously nominated took the field. Where a player has not played,
remove them from the team with confirmation of the Referee.
❖ Enter a result for the game.
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It is expected there will be some learnings that will need to occur in the opening rounds of the 2021 season. This will
be the case for Club Administrators, Team Officials, as well as Match Officials.
For CDSFA fixtures played up until and including Sunday 25th April (ANZAC Day) the Association permits teams to
carry with them a hard copy match sheet should either team or a match official, have difficulty in completing items
online – via the Dribl app. From Monday 26th April, any CDFSA fixture will need to be entirely managed online.
The Association will of course evaluate the completeness of games entered via the Dribl app during the opening
rounds. Should any significant issues impact the dates mentioned above, these will be communicated to Clubs.
Note:
The checking of player ID cards is only required in the premiership (Under 12 and older) football.
Team Officials in ALL ages are still required to wear the hi-vis vest and have their physical ID card always showing.
This is to ensure the orderly conduct of games and to only have those individuals who are entitled to occupy space
in the technical areas.

